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Abstract 
An adaptive Richardson iteration method is presented for the solution of large linear systems of equations with a sparse 
symmetric positive definite matrix. The relaxation parameters for Richardson iteration are chosen to be reciprocal values 
of Leja points for an interval [a, b] on the positive real axis, and the endpoints a and b are determined adaptively by 
computing certain modified moments during the iterations. Computed examples how that the adaptive Richardson method 
can be competitive with the conjugate gradient algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 
The solution of large linear systems of equations 
Ax=b,  AER "x", x, bE  Nn, (1.1) 
where the matrix A is sparse, symmetric and positive definite arises in many scientific applica- 
tions. Several attractive iterative methods for the solution of (1.1) are available. These include the 
conjugate gradient method, Chebyshev iteration and Richardson iteration; see [8, 9, 11, 17]. It is 
fairly easy to achieve efficient implementations of the Richardson and Chebyshev iteration methods 
on vector and parallel computers, and this has generated renewed interest in these methods; see 
[2, 15]. When applying Chebyshev and Richardson iteration one typically requires that an interval 
[a,b], 0 < a<<.b < ~,  that contains the spectrum of the matrix A be explicitly known. Golub and 
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Kent [7] proposed an adaptive Chebyshev iteration method, in which approximations of such an 
interval are determined by computing certain modified moments during the iterations. Hageman and 
Young [11] and Jea and Young [12] describe an adaptive Chebyshev iterative method in which 
they seek to determine a good interval [a, b] by monitoring the rate of decrease of the residual 
error. 
The present paper describes how modified moments can be applied to determine approximations 
of an interval containing the spectrum of A when carrying out Richardson iteration. Let [aj, bj] 
denote a computed approximation of the smallest interval containing the spectrum of A, and assume 
that this interval is updated uring the iterations to yield the new interval [aj+l, bj+l]. We choose the 
relaxation parameters for Richardson iteration after this update as reciprocal values of Leja points 
(defined below) for [aj+l, bj+l] in a manner that takes the distribution of previously used relaxation 
parameters into account. Leja points associated with previously chosen parameters serve as "memory" 
of previous iterations when new relaxation parameters are selected. The presence of this memory 
makes our iterative scheme adapt quickly when the interval [a j, b j] is updated. Numerical examples 
show that our adaptive Richardson iterative method can be competitive with the conjugate gradient 
method. 
Let x0 be a given initial approximate solution to (1.1). We can write Richardson iteration in the 
form 
Xk+l:=Xk+rkrk, k=0,1  .... , 
where 
vk := b - Axk 
is the residual vector associated with the approximate solution xk and 6k E ~ is a relaxation para- 
meter. We wish to determine the relaxation parameters so that the errors 
ek :=A- lb -xk ,  k=0,1 , . . . ,  (1.2) 
converge to zero rapidly as k increases. The residual vectors can be expressed as 
rk = pk(A)ro, k = 0,1,.. . ,  (1.3) 
where the polynomials Pk satisfy the recurrence relation 
pk+l(2) = (1 - 6k2)pk(2), k = 0,1,. . . ,  (1.4) 
with p0(2):= 1. Because of relation (1.3), we refer to the Pk as residual polynomials. 
Edrei [3] and Leja [13] introduced recursively defined points associated with compact sets in 
the complex plane known as Leja points. Our adaptive Richardson scheme chooses the relaxation 
parameters 6~ to be reciprocal values of Leja points associated with intervals [aj, bj] on the pos- 
itive real axis. We want these intervals to contain (most of) the spectrum of A, and they are 
determined uring the iterations in the following manner: we compute certain modified moments 
during the iterations and use the modified moments and relaxation parameters as input to the modi- 
fied Chebyshev algorithm. This algorithm computes recursion coefficients of orthogonal polynomials 
from modified moments; see [5] for a discussion of its properties. The recursion coefficients ob- 
tained from 2m modified moments determine an m × m symmetric tridiagonal matrix f'm, whose 
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eigenvalues approximate some eigenvalues of A. Associated with 2m modified moments is an m- 
point Gaussian quadrature rule. The nodes of this rule are given by the eigenvalues of Tm and 
the weights are given by the square of the first components of the normalized eigenvectors of Tin- 
The extreme eigenvalues of Tm, whose associated Gaussian weights are not "tiny", are used to up- 
date the interval [aj, b j]. Eigenvalues of/~m associated with tiny weights are ignored, because these 
eigenvalues are highly sensitive to perturbations in the modified moments, e.g., caused by round-off 
errors. 
Section 2 discusses the convergence of our iterative scheme under the assumption that the interval 
[aj, bj] contains the spectrum of A. The computation of modified moments and application of the 
modified Chebyshev algorithm are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the significance of the 
Gaussian weights. Our adaptive Richardson scheme is presented in Section 5. Computed examples 
can be found in Section 6, and Section 7 contains concluding remarks. 
2. Leja points and Richardson iteration 
Edrei [3] and Leja [13] introduced a sequence of points known as Leja points for fairly general 
compact sets in the complex plane C. The application of Leja points to Richardson iteration when 
the spectrum of A lies in a compact set ~ in C\{0} is discussed in [4, 14]. This section reviews 
these results for the special case when K = [a, b], 0 < a < b < ~.  
Introduce the weight function o9(2) = 2. Let 
z0 := b (2.1) 
and choose zk, so that 
k- I  k-1 
I I I  zk - zJlc°(zk) = max 1-1 1 z - zJlc°(z), 
zE 
j=0 j=0 
zkEE ,  k=1,2 , . . . .  (2.2) 
Note that (2.2) might not determine the points zk uniquely. We call any points z0,z~,.., which 
satisfy (2.1)-(2.2) Leja points for E. Edrei [3] and Leja [13] studied these points when the weight 
function in (2.2) is ~o(2) = 1. The asymptotic properties of the Leja points are the same for the 
weight functions 09(2) = 2 and 09(2) = 1, but computed examples in [14] show the former weight 
function to yield a better choice of the first few relaxation parameters 6k :-- 1/zk. 
It follows from the results in [13] that the Leja points for [a, b] are uniformly distributed on [a, b] 
with respect o the density function 
da(2) := 1(2 - a)-m(b - 2) -1/2. (2.3) 
We note in passing that the zeros of Chebyshev polynomials for the interval [a, b], 
( b -a  b~__~)) T~ea'b)(t) := COS farccos (----~---t + , f = 0, 1,... ,  (2.4) 
also are uniformly distributed on [a,b] with respect o the density function (2.3) as Y---+ exp. 
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We rum to the convergence of the Richardson method with parameters 6k := 1/zk, where the zk 
are Leja points for ~ = [a,b]. Let g := {6k}~:0 and introduce the asymptotic onvergence factor 
~c(6) := lim sup ([]ek[['~ 1/k 
~eo~o \lleot[] ' (2.5) 
where II" II denotes the Euclidean norm and the error vectors ek are given by (1.2). Introduce the 
spectral resolution 
A = QAQ T, (2.6) 
where 
A = diag [2l, •2 , ' ' ' ,  An], /~1 ~/~2 ~ " ' "  ~)~n, 
Q = [ql,q2,''',qn], QTQ = I. 
Substituting 
ek = Qpk(A)QT eo 
into (2.5) yields 
s:(6) = lim max [pk(2)[ i/k, 
k--~ oc ).C2(A) 
where 2(A) denotes the spectrum of A. In general, 2(A) is not explicitly known. We therefore 
assume that an interval [K : :  [a,b] which contains 2(A) is explicitly known, and introduce the 
asymptotic onvergence factor with respect o ~, 
t¢(6, ~)  := lim max [p~(2)[ ilk >1 s:(g). 
k ---~ cx> 2E 
We would like to choose the iteration parameters 6k so that x(g, ~)  is minimized. 
Lemma 2.1 (Convergence). Let 2(A)c  ~ = [a,b] with 0 < a < b < cx~. Assume that the 
iteration parameters 6j are reciprocal values of  Leja points for ~ and let ~ := {6k}k~0. Then 
s:(g, ~)  = infx(q,t/ ~)  = p(a,b) . -  1 + lx/-(-~-~ 2 'p  (2.7) 
where # = (b - a)/(b + a). In particular, if  ~' is a subinterval o f  ~, then 
inf •(q, ~ ' )~ in f  to(g, ~). (2.8) 
t/ i /  
Proof. The Chebyshev polynomials for the interval [ -1,  1] can be written as Tj(2) = cosh(j cosh -1 
(2)) for [21/> 1. Let pj be polynomials that satisfy (1.4). It is well known that 
1 
min max [/~(2)l -- (2.9) 
see, e.g., [11, Section 4.2]. The equality on the right-hand side of (2.7) follows from (2.9) and 
properties of the Chebyshev polynomials; see [9, 11, 17] for details. A proof of the left-hand side 
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equality of (2.7) can be found in [4, 14] and follows from the result of Leja [13] that Leja points 
for ~ are uniformly distributed with respect o the density function (2.3). Inequality (2.8) follows 
from the observation that Op/Oa < 0 and #p/~b > O. [] 
The smallest interval allowed in Lemma 2.1 is [a,b] = [21,2,]. In view of (2.8), we call this 
interval the asymptotically optimal interval for A. 
3. Modified moments 
In this section we define modified moments and describe how they can be used to determine 
estimates of the extreme igenvalues of A while computing the iterates xk by Richardson iteration. 
Our formulas are analogous with those derived by Golub and Kent [7] for computing eigenvalue 
estimates while computing iterates by the Chebyshev iteration method. Let A have spectral resolution 
(2.6) and let Pk be the residual polynomials (1.3). Express r0 in the basis of eigenvectors 
n 
ro = E wjqj. (3.1) 
j=l 
Then it follows from A = QAQ T that 
n 
j=l 
Introduce the density function 
do'n : ~ S 14~21~(/~ - /~j ), (3.2) 
j=l 
where the 2j are the eigenvalues of A, the wj are the coefficients defined by (3.1) and 6(2) is the 
Dirac 6-function. We refer to dan as the spectral density function for A associated with r0. Define 
the inner product 
I5 (rk, r~) := rkr~ = p~()~j)pt(2j) = pk(2)pf(2)dan. O0 j=l 
From the vectors rk and r0 one can compute the modified moment for dan with respect o the 
residual polynomial Pk by 
F vk := pk(2)da, = (rk,ro) (3.3) 
fy 12m--1 without explicitly knowing dan. Assume that we have computed the 2m modified moments t kYk=0 • 
We now can apply the modified Chebyshev algorithm to determine recursion coefficients ek and 
flk for the first m monic orthogonal polynomials with respect o dan from the modified moments 
12rn--I fX  12m- I  which also are recursion coefficients for the residual Vkj~k=0 and the relaxation parameters "t"kSk=o ,
polynomials; see (1.4). The modified Chebyshev algorithm is analyzed by Gautschi [5]. 
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Algorithm 3.1 (Modified Chebyshev algorithm) 
Input: m, {Vk}2mol, {3k}2mo1; 
{ kL:o, Output: m- 1 m-  1 .  
for j :=0 ,1  . . . . .  2m-1  do 
O'_1, j := 0; 0"0, j :~-- 1Jj; 
end j; 
1 Vl 1 
~0 . -  30 v0 60' r0 := 0; 
for k := 1 ,2 , . . . ,m-  1 do 
for j := k ,k  + l , . . . ,2m - k -1  do 
~k,j :~-- 
1 (, ) 
--~jjO'k--l,j+l + "~j -- O~k_ ' O'k-1, j -- flk_lO'k_2,j'~ 
end j; 
1 ak-i,k 1 ak, k 1 1 ak, k+____L + __  _ _  ; flk .-- - -  ; 
O~ k . - -  3k 3k (Tk, k 3k--I 0"k--l,k--I 3k-I O'k--l,k--1 
end k; 
We assume that m in Algorithm 3.1 is chosen small enough so that ak, k #0 for 0~<k < m. The 
recursion coefficients cck and flk computed by the algorithm determine the tridiagonal matrix 
T m := 
OCo 1 
fll ~l 1 
r2 ~2 
0 
0 
1 
"°. "'. 1 
flm--I O~m--I 
(3.4) 
A diagonal similarity transformation by the matrix 
R1/2 /2 Dm :---- diag 1,el , . . . ,  
k=l 
yields the symmetric tridiagonal matrix 
f'm := DmlTmDm • (3.5) 
The matrix /~,, can also be computed by applying the Lanczos process to the matrix A with initial 
vector r0; see, e.g., [8, Ch. 9] for a discussion of  the Lanczos process. Therefore 
~1 ~1,  ~m ~<2., (3.6) 
where E1 ~ 22 ~< "'" ~<)-,n are the eigenvalues of  /~m. 
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4. Gaussian weights 
The eigenvalues ^  m {2j}j= l of l~m are the nodes and the square of the first components of the 
eigenvectors of length v 01/z are the weights wj^ Z of an m-point Gaussian quadrature rule associated 
with the density function (3.2), 
m 
Gmf : :  Z f(2j)w~- (4.1) 
j=l 
The nodes and weights of the quadrature rule (4.1) can conveniently be computed from /~m by the 
Golub-Welsch [10] algorithm. We note that if m = n, then 2j = 2j and ~ : w} for 1 <~j<~n. The 
density function 
m 
d~m(2) := E ~(/~ ^ ^2 - 2j)wj (4.2) 
j=l 
associated with (4.1) provides an approximation of da, in the following sense: 
(i) the first 2m moments associated with dam and d~n are the same; 
(ii) between each pair of adjacent Gaussian nodes {2i,2j+1 }, there is an eigenvalue of A, see [6]; 
(iii) the distribution function an grows rapidly between three adjacent nodes if 6,, does, where 6,, 
denotes the cumulative distribution function associated with d&,. 
Property (iii) is stated in a precise manner by the Separation Theorem, shown independently by 
Chebyshev, Markoff and Stieltjes. 
Lemma 4.1 (Separation Theorem [16, p. 50]). Let the nodes 2j be arranged in increasing order. 
Then there are numbers rlj E •, a < ql < q2 < "'" <~ ~lm--1 < b, such that 
^2 
Wj "~-- an(~ly ) -- an(~j_ 1 ), 1 <~j <. m, 
and 
< , j  < l <j < m. 
where No = 2j and ~lm = 2,. 
Three proofs of this lemma and further details can be found in [16]. In order to determine the 
quantities r/j of the lemma it may be necessary to modify a, at some of its jump discontinuities. 
It follows from Lemma 4.1 that ~ <~a,(2 j+l ) -a , (2 j_ , ) ,  and, therefore, a large Gaussian weight 
^2 [~j_l,fi~j+l The of may depend on wj implies that a, grows rapidly in the interval /j = ]. growth a, 
the fact that/j contains many eigenvalues of A, or that r0 contains large components of eigenvectors 
associated with eigenvalues in/j.  
Conversely, a small Gaussian weight implies that the associated Gaussian node is very sensitive 
to perturbations in the modified moments. This statement is made precise below. We remark that 
our discussion is independent of the scaling of the residual vector r0, and therefore it is convenient 
to assume that v0 = 1. The weights then satisfy 
m 
E w~ : 1. (4.3) 
j= l  
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Lemma 4.2 (Perturbation). Let dy denote the differential of y and let, as usual, the 6j be relaxation 
parameters. Then 
2m--1 k--1 
d,~j - 1 (~) [~o 1 ~]Cj-, l<~j<~m, (4.4) - ~ Z d~*H - ' 6 , ' " "  
Wj k=0 l=0 
where 
Ci(2) := (2 - '~J)II , (4.5) 
k=l  
ke'i 
and [Zo,Zl,... ,zk]Cj denotes the kth divided differences of Cj defined by the points Zo,Zl .... ,zk. 
Proof. Our proof is similar to the analysis by Gautschi [5] of the condition number of the map F 
defined below. Essentially, the lemma can also be found in [1]. We note that 
m 
^ ^2 pk(2j)wj = vk, O<~k < 2m, 
j=l  
and introduce the map F: ~2m ____4 ~2m; {1~21,. ^2 "~1 ~m} ----4 fY /2m-I  • ",Wm . . . . . .  ~ kSk=0 • The Jacobian of F is 
given by J := PW, where 
p0(L )  " 
p~(~l )  . .  
P:= 
P2m_l(,~l ) -- 
Po( '~)  ' ^ Po(21 ) 
pl( ,~m) ' ^ Pl (21) 
• ..  p ; (~m)  
. . .  p',(~m) 
! ^ / ^ 
p2,,-l()-m) P2m_l(21) ""  P2m_l(2m) 
and 
^2 ^2 ^2 W := diag[1, 1,..., 1,wl,w=,... ,Wm]. 
The Jacobian of F -1 is given by j - i  := W-~p-i. Therefore 
dvo 
dVl 
= W-~p -1 
- ^2  
dw l 
d~.  
^ 
_ d ) .m 
dv2m-1 
We write the inverse of P in the form 
(4.6) 
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where A and B are m x 2m matrices. The elements bjk of B satisfy 
2m--1 
  pk(L) = 0, l<.l<.m, 
k=0 
2m--I 
'^  
bjkpk(2t) = @, 1 <~l<~rn, 
k=0 
where 6jk is the Kronecker g-function. For each j such that 1 <~j<~m, the polynomial (4.5) satisfies 
Cj(,~,) = 0, C~(2,) = 6j~, l<~l<~m, 
and is of degree 2m-  1. Therefore, 
2m--I 
Cj(2) = Z bjkpk(2), 1 <.j<.m. (4.7) 
k=0 
Explicit formulas for the coefficients b/k can be determined by evaluation of the right- and left-hand 
sides of (4.7) at 2 = 1/@ j = 0, 1,... .  This completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
Eq. (4.4) shows that d)./ is proportional to 1 /~.  This suggests that nodes 2j associated with tiny 
^2 weights w/^ are sensitive to perturbations in the modified moments. We therefore ignore eigenvalue 
estimates 2/ associated with small Gaussian weights ~ in our scheme for updating the interval 
[a, b] used to determine relaxation parameters for Richardson iteration. Details of this scheme are 
presented in the next section. 
5. An adaptive Richardson iteration method 
This section describes our adaptive Richardson iteration scheme and discusses ome computational 
aspects. We first describe how the relaxation parameters are computed. 
5.1. Determination of relaxation parameters 
We want the initial interval [a0, b0] to be a subset of the interval [21, )'n]. For instance, we may 
choose a0 := b0 := (1In)trace(A). Assume that we know an interval [aj, bj] such that [aj, bj] C[21,2n], 
and assume further that we have carried out q iterations by the Richardson method with relaxation 
parameters 6o,61,..-,~)q--l. We then would like to determine new relaxation parameters 6k, k >~q, 
as reciprocal values of Leja points for the set ~ = [aj, bj] in the presence of the points z~ -- 1/6k 
for 0 ~< k < q. However, the numerical determination of a large number of Leja points according 
to formulas (2.1) and (2.2) may be quite cumbersome. We therefore discretize the interval [aj, bj] 
using grid points {ti}~=l, which we choose to be the zeros of a Chebyshev polynomial T¢ ai'bD for the 
interval [aj, bj], defined by (2.4). The degree ( is chosen sufficiently large to make the discretization 
error negligible. In view of that 
k--I  k -1  
I-[ (4 - zj) = pk( ) I I  ( -z j) ,  
j=0  j=0 
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Leja points for ~ = [aj, bj] can be determined by maximizing [pk(2)l over ~. This maximum is 
used in our criterion for when to update the interval ~, see below, and is part of the output of the 
following algorithm. 
Algorithm 5.1 (Computation of relaxation parameters) 
Input: aj, bj, f, q, {zk}q-~ (zk = 1/6k); 
Output: 6q, ]2q : :  maxaj~2~<bj Ipq(2)l; 
Let ~ := {ti)~= l be the set of zeros of a Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind of degree f
for the interval [aj, bj]; 
if q = 0 then 
Zo := bj; 6o := 1/Zo; #o := 1; 
else 
Determine Zq E ~xe, so that 
Ipq(Zq)l~O(Zq) ----max [pq(Z)[Og(z); 
zr]~/ 
¢~q : :  l/zq; #q :=  [pq(Zq)[; 
endif ; 
The points z0,z~,... ,Zq_l serve as memory of previous iterations when the new relaxation pa- 
rameter ~q is determined. The presence of this memory has the effect that relaxation parameters 
CSq determined after the interval ~ = [aj, bj] has been increased, are distributed so that eigenvector 
components in the residual error that have not been damped before will be damped more heavily 
than other eigenvector components until the points Zo, z~,..., Zq for some q ~> k are distributed roughly 
according to the density function (2.3). 
5.2. Updating the interval 
In Section 3 we showed how to compute modified moments associated with the residual polyno- 
mials pk during the iterations, and how these modified moments and the relaxation parameters can 
be used to determine a symmetric tridiagonal matrix /~m. Assume for the moment hat the eigenval- 
ues ~1 ~ ~2 ~ ' ' "  ~m and Gaussian weights ~b 2 associated with Tm have been computed. We will 
now discuss their application to updating the interval [aj, bj]. Thus, we would like to determine a
new interval [aj+l,bj+l] that gives faster convergence than [aj, bj] and satisfies 
0 < aj+l ~<aj, bj<~bj+l. 
An obvious way to define the new interval [as+l,bj+~ ] is given by 
aj+~ := min{aj, 2~ }, (5.1) 
bj+l := max{hi, ~-m}. (5.2) 
However, computational experience from the solution of numerous problems indicates that when the 
Gaussian weight ~b~ associated with ,~l is tiny, the computed value of 21 may be contaminated by 
a large error and should not be used to update the interval; cf. Lemma 4.2. Similarly, when ffz m is 
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tiny, the computed value of '~m should not be used to update the interval. Therefore, we replace the 
updating formulas (5.1) and (5.2) in our adaptive Richardson method by 
i f  ~2 l ~>~w then aj+l := min{aj,,~l} else aj+l := aj, (5.3) 
if ^2 Wm>~ew then bj+l := max{bj, ).m} else bj+l := bj, (5.4) 
where we assume that the weights have been normalized to satisfy (4.3). The choice of ew is not 
very critical. We have found that, when the rate of convergence can be increased significantly by 
letting aj+l be smaller than aj, the Gaussian weight ~z typically is quite large. Similarly, when the 
rate of convergence can be increased significantly by letting bj+l be larger than bj, the weight ^ = W m 
typically is large. In the computed examples we used ew = 0.01/m. Our computational experience 
suggests that for reason of numerical stability m should be chosen fairly small, e.g., m = 5. 
5.3. Other sets of  modified moments 
Formula (3.3) shows how to compute one modified moment in each iteration. The application of 
this formula would require 2m-  1 iterations, i.e., the computation of ro, rl,...,r2m_l, in order to 
determine the matrix /~m- We now show how to generate two modified moments in each iteration. 
This makes it possible to update the intervals [aj, bj] more frequently. The ability to update the 
interval after only a few iterations is particularly important in the beginning of the iterations when 
many of the eigenvalues of A might lie far outside the initial interval [ao, b0] used to determine the 
first relaxation parameters. 
Consider the polynomials 
/32k_1(2 ) := (1 - 6k-12)[pk-l(2)]= p~-l(2)pk(2), 
P2k(/~) := [pk(/~)] 2. 
They satisfy the recursion relation 
Pk+,( ,~)  = (1 - 3k2)P~(2) ,  k = 0 ,1 , . . .  , 
where 
32k+1 := 32k := 6k, k = 0, 1,... .  (5.5) 
It follows that the modified moments 
/5 vk := /~k(2) dan 
associated with the polynomials /3 k can be computed from the residual vectors rk_ 1 and rk according 
to 
V2k-1 ---- (rk_l,rk), (5.6) 
~2k = (r~, r,~ ). (5 .7)  
f~ 12m--I Thus, we can compute 2m modified moments "t kJ'k=0 during only m + 1 iterations, and these vk 
and the parameters {6k}2mo~ can be used as input to Algorithm 3.1 to determine a tridiagonal matrix 
Tin, from which we obtain a similar symmetric tridiagonal matrix i?,, by (3.5). 
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We would like to evaluate only few inner products during the iterations with the adaptive 
Richardson iteration method. Therefore, we wish to compute modified moments only during a few 
iterations prior to each update of the interval [a j, bj]. This is possible because, as we will see now, 
¢ ~ 12m+2i--1 for any nonnegative integer i, we can compute 2m modified moments "tv~k=2~ from the residual 
f3  1 2m+2i-- 1r r a~+m and use these moments and the parameters ~ kJ'k=2~ to determine a tridiagonal vectors ~ kfk=i, 
matrix Tm by Algorithm 3.1. As before, we determine a similar symmetric matrix 7~,, from Tm by 
(3.5), and use the extreme igenvalues and associated Gaussian weights of 7~m to update the interval 
[aj, bj] according to (5.3) and (5.4). 
Let i be an arbitrary but fixed nonnegative integer. Define the polynomials 
k+2i-- I  
j=2i 
k = 1,2,... , 
and /30,/(2 ) := 1. Introduce the modified moments associated with the polynomials /3k, ~ 
measure do-n,i := ~b2i(2)do-n by 
F Yk,i :~- Pk, i( l~ ) da,,i, k = O, 1 . . . . .  
and the 
Then 
Yk, i = Yk+2i, k = 0, 1 , . . . .  (5.8) 
Thus, for an arbitrary value of i we can determine 2m modified moments {~k,/}2mol from (5.6)-(5.8), 
f~  ]2m+2i- -  1and use them together with the parameters ~"k~=2i , which define the polynomials "tPk, i )k=0"  ~ ~2m-1, to 
determine a tridiagonal matrix T,, by the modified Chebyshev algorithm. We remark that the matrix 
Tm obtained by symmetrization of Tm can also be determined by the Lanczos process with initial 
vector ri. 
5.4. Computation o f  modified moments 
This subsection addresses the issue of when to compute modified moments. We would like to 
avoid determining modified moments very often, because their evaluation requires the computation 
of inner products, and this computation can be a bottleneck on some modem computers. We also 
note that the computation of the Euclidean vector norm requires the evaluation of an inner product. 
In order to keep the number of inner product computations small, we do not evaluate the norm of 
the residual error [Ir~[[ in every iteration in Algorithm 5.2 below. 
Assume that the relaxation parameters are generated by Algorithm 5.1 as reciprocal values of 
Leja points for the interval [aj, bj]. It follows from (1.3) that, for all k~>0, 
Nr ll </lpk(A)l I = max Ipk(2)[. 
Ilroll 
Assume that for some k > 0 the inequality 
[[rk[[ > max ]pk(2)l (5.9) 
[Ir011 
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holds. Then, clearly, [a/,b/] ~ [21,2n], and it may be appropriate to increase the interval used to 
determine relaxation parameters. We remark that the maximum on the right-hand side of (5.9) is 
evaluated when determining Leja point z~ for [a/,b/] by Algorithm 5.1. Note that the criterion (5.9) 
for updating the interval is independent of the expected asymptotic rate of convergence of the itera- 
tive method. Updating criteria that depend on the expected asymptotic rate of convergence, obtained 
by Lemma 2.1, are more difficult to use, because it is not easy to judge whether a finite number of 
iterates determined are indeed the first few elements of a sequence that converges with a desired rate. 
Assume that the criterion (5.9) is violated for k = i. The above discussion suggests that it then 
may be appropriate to update the interval [a/, b2] in the following manner: compute the modified 
¢ ~ 12m--1 moments ~tv/,it/=0 during the present and the next m iterations, use these modified moments to 
determine a symmetric tridiagonal matrix 7~m, and compute its eigenvalues and associated Gaussian 
weights. The latter quantities can then be used to determine a new interval [a/+~,b/+~] as described 
in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. 
Computational experience indicates that it is not worthwhile to try to update the intervals [a/, b/] 
too frequently, because then we often obtain that [a/+l,b/+l] = [a/,b/]. In fact, [a/,b/] ~ [a/+l,b/+l] 
only if the residual vectors determined when using Leja points in the interval [a/, b/] are sufficiently 
rich in eigenvector components associated with eigenvalues of A outside [a/, b2]. We try to achieve 
this by keeping each interval [a/, b/], j >~ 1, for at least 2m iterations. 
5.5. An algorithm for adaptive Richardson iteration 
The computations with our adaptive Richardson method can be summarized as follows. An initial 
interval [a0, b0], which may be a single point, has to be supplied. Its endpoints should satisfy 
f¢~ lm- - I  21 <~ao<~bo<~2n. Then m Richardson iterations are carried out with relaxation parameters ~ kJ'k=0 
chosen to be reciprocal values of Leja points for [a0,b0]. If a0 = b0, then we let 6k := 1/ao for 
0 ~< k < m. During these iterations 2m + 1 modified moments are evaluated, the first 2m of which 
are input to Algorithm 3.1. The value of the last modified moment, IIrmll 2, is used to check whether 
IIrm]] is sufficiently small to terminate the iterations. If this is not the case, then Algorithm 3.1 is 
used to determine the entries of an m × m tridiagonal matrix of the form (3.4). A diagonal similarity 
transformation of this matrix gives a symmetric tridiagonal matrix (3.5). The nodes and weights 
of the Gaussian quadrature rule (4.1) associated with the latter matrix are computed and used to 
update the interval [a0,b0], i.e., [a0, b0] is replaced by [al,bl] using formulas (5.3)-(5.4). Now m 
Richardson iterations are carried out with relaxation parameters {rk}~m_m 1 chosen to be reciprocal 
values of Leja points for [al, bl]. When determining the relaxation parameters {rk}~m_m l, the values of 
f¢~ lm 1 the previously used relaxation parameters "t kJ'k=0 are taken into account, as described by Algorithm 
5.1. 
If the rate of convergence of the iterates xk generated is judged to be sufficiently rapid, i.e., if the 
inequality (5.9) is violated, then m more iterations are carried out before this inequality is checked 
again. On the other hand, if the inequality (5.9) is found to be true, then 2m + 1 modified moments 
are evaluated uring the following m iterations, and upon completion of these iterations Algorithm 
3.1 and the similarity transformation (3.5) are used to determine an m x m symmetric tridiagonal 
matrix. Analogously as described above, the Gaussian quadrature rule associated with this matrix is 
computed and used to determine a new, possibly larger, interval [a2, b2]. The computations continue 
in this manner until the residual vector is sufficiently small. Details are provided by Algorithm 5.2. 
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This algorithm is used in the computed examples reported in Section 6. It is easy to see that only 
very few of the vectors used by the algorithm have to be stored simultaneously. 
Algorithm 5.2 (Adaptive Richardson iteration) 
Input:AE~n×n, xo, b E ~n, e, ao, bo E ~, mE ~; 
Output: Approximate solution xk E o~n; 
ro := b - Axo; 
j : -  0; k := 0; ew := 0.01/m; 
while Ilrklllllr0ll do 
if Ilrkll/flr0l[ < maxa,<).<b, [Pk(2)l then 
for l := 1,2 .. . .  ,m do 
Compute 6k by Algorithm 5.1 for the interval [a/,bj]; 
xk+~ := xk + 6krk; 
rk+1 := b-Axk+l; 
k :=k+l ;  
end l; 
else 
Y0,k 
for 
• ~ rkTrk ;  
l := 1,2,.. . ,m do 
Compute 6~ by Algorithm 5.1 for the interval [aj, bj]; 
Xk+l :~ Xk -Jv (~krk; 
rk+ 1 :~- b - Axk+~; 
T 
Y2l-l,k-l+l := rk+lrk~ 
T Y21,k-l+l ~ rk+l rk+l ~ 
k :=k+l ;  
end l; 
if Ilrkll/l[roll then 
f~  "12m- 1 f.~ 12k- I  Use the modified moments ~ z,k-my~:0 and the parameters le, lYl=2(k_m) as 
input to Algorithm 3. I to determine the tridiagonal matrix f'm of order m; 
Symmetrize Tm to obtain fPm according to (3.5); 
Compute the Gaussian quadrature rule associated with 1"m by the Golub-Welsch 
algorithm with weights normalized according to (4.3); 
Determine new interval endpoints aj+l and bj+l by (5.3) and (5.4); 
j := j+ l ;  
for l := 1,2, . . . ,m do 
Compute 6k by Algorithm 5.1 for the interval [aj, bj]; 
Xk+l := Xk + ~krk; 
rk+l := b -- Axk+l; 
k :=k+l ;  
end l; 
endif; 
endif; 
endwhile; 
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It may be attractive to implement the for-loops in which Xk+ m is computed from xk and no modified 
moments are evaluated by the leapfrog variant described by Saylor [15]. Such an implementation 
requires fewer arithmetic operations with n-vectors than the for-loops in Algorithm 5.2, but requires 
factorization of polynomials of the form q,,_l(z) = z--l(1 - r-rk+m-l (1 - 6jz)). 1 lj=k 
6. Computed examples 
In this section we present a few numerical examples that illustrate the performance of our adaptive 
Richardson scheme. The computer programs used were written in FORTRAN 77 and the numer- 
ical experiments were carried out on an IBM RISC 6000/550 workstation using double precision 
arithmetic, i.e., computations were carried out with approximately 15 significant decimal digits. 
The purpose of the numerical experiments i  to show the convergence of the iterates generated by 
Algorithm 5.2, and to illustrate the computational work required. For matrices A of large order n, 
the computational effort is dominated by the evaluation of matrix-vector products and the compu- 
tation of inner products between -vectors; how the timings of these tasks compare depends on the 
sparsity of the matrix A as well as on the architecture of the computer used. We report for several 
examples the number of iterations required, which gives the number of matrix-vector products, and 
the number of inner product evaluations. We note that in order to measure these quantities we may 
restrict our attention to linear systems (1.1) with a diagonal matrix 
A = diag[all,a22,...,an,,] E ~n×,. (6.1) 
In all experiments we use the right-hand-side vector 
b :~ [all,a22,... ,ann] T. (6.2) 
Results of the experiments are displayed in tables and figures. The latter show logl0(llrkll/llr0ll ) as 
a function of the iteration number k. We refer to the adaptive Richardson method (Algorithm 5.2) 
as AR in the tables and figures. The number of times Algorithm 5.2 determines a tridiagonal matrix 
]/%m is shown in the tables in the column labeled "updates". 
Algorithm 5.2 requires that an initial interval [a0, b0] be specified. Choices of initial intervals 
are shown in the tables in the column labeled "initial interval". The final interval determined by 
Algorithm 5.2 is displayed in the column "final interval". The accuracy of the computed estimates 
of the extreme igenvalues of the matrix A generally increases with the accuracy of the computed 
approximate solution. This is illustrated in Examples 6.2 and 6.3. We compare Algorithm 5.2 with 
the conjugate gradient CG method. 
An iteration by Algorithm 5.2 requires fewer arithmetic operations with n-vectors than an iteration 
by the CG method. The exact number of vector operations required by an iteration in Algorithm 5.2 
depends on whether modified moments are computed and whether the leapfrog implementation [15] 
is used. In order to illustrate the difference in arithmetic work required by Algorithm 5.2 and the CG 
method, we report he number of inner product evaluations of vectors in E" required, where we also 
count each computation of the Euclidean orm of a vector in R n as an inner product evaluation. The 
number of inner product evaluations i reported in the tables in the column "inner products". In all 
examples, we choose the initial approximate solution x0 = 0, and we let m := 5 in Algorithm 5.2. 
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Example 6.1. Let the linear system (1.1) be defined by (6.1) and (6.2) with a, := i and n := 4000. 
Table 1 compares adaptive Richardson iteration for different initial intervals [a0,b0] with the CG 
method when e = 1 - 10 -5. The table illustrates that the number of iterations required as well as the 
number of updates of the interval [a j, bj] depends on the choice of initial interval. It is interesting 
to note that letting [a0,b0] be the asymptotically optimal interval, i.e., [a0,bo] = [1,4000], does not 
yield the smallest number of iterations. The reason for this is that the residual polynomials pk(z) 
are small for z close to the smallest eigenvalue of A, even when the left endpoint a i is larger than 
this eigenvalue. The very different initial intervals [a0, b0] = [300,3700] and [a0,b0] = [3500, 3500] 
result in almost the same number of iterations. This indicates that the choice of initial interval is not 
critical for the performance of the adaptive Richardson method, as long as it is not too large. Not 
surprisingly, the interval used to determine Leja points has to be updated more often when the initial 
interval [a0, b0] is small than when the initial interval is large. Table 1 shows Richardson iteration 
to be competitive with the CG method when the initial interval is not too large. Fig. 1 displays 
lOgl0(llr~ll/llr0ll) as a function of k. The continuous curve is for AR and the dashed curve for CG. 
The curves show loglo(llrklt/llroll) for every k, but Algorithm 5.2 only computes Ilrkll every m = 5 
iterations. In particular, the stopping criterion is checked only every m iterations by Algorithm 5.2. 
The residual vector rl01 determined by Algorithm 5.2 satisfies loglo(llrloltt/llrol]) <-5 but the 
iterations continue until ]]r10511 has been evaluated. 
Example 6.2. Let the linear system (1.1) be defined by (6.1) and (6.2) with a, := i 2 and n := 4000. 
We define the initial interval by a0 := b0 := (1/n)trace(A) -- 5.3.10 6. Table 2 compares the AR and 
CG methods for different values of e. The AR method is competitive for all choices of e. Note that 
the computed final interval [a j, b j] is a better approximation of the asymptotically optimal interval 
[1,40002] when e is smaller. Fig. 2 displays log,o(llrkll/llroll) as a function of k for e = 1. 10 -6. 
Note that log,0(llr ll/llr011) increases monotonically from 0 to 1.1 as k increases from 0 to 5. When 
0 
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Fig. 1. logl0 o f  re lat ive res idual  error  versus  i terat ion number :  - AR,  - -  CG.  
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Table 1 
A = diag[1,2 ..... 4000], e = 1 • 10 -5 
283 
Iterativemethod Updates Iterations Initial interval Final interval Inner products 
AR 3 105 [300,3700] [11.64,3998] 49 
AR 5 110 [3500,3500] [4.212,4000] 68 
AR 0 190 [1,4000] [1,4000] 39 
CG 135 270 
i i i 
-1 
-2  
-6  i i i 
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 
Fig. 2. lOgl0 of relative residual error versus iteration number: - AR, - -  CG. 
Table 2 
A = diag[12, 22 ..... 40002], [ao, bo] = [5.3 . 10  6 ,  5.3 • 106] 
Iterative method e Updates Iterations Final interval Inner products 
AR 
CG 
AR 
CG 
AR 
CG 
1 10 -5  
1 10 -5  
1 10 -6  
1 10 -6  
1 10 -7  
1 10 _7 
5 205 
384 
7 500 
1211 
9 1305 
3757 
[1.063 • 104, 1.599 • 107] 87 
768 
[1.711 - 103,1.600 •107] 164 
2422 
[2.327 • 102, 1.600.107] 343 
7514 
k = 5, the initial interval is replaced by [al ,b l ]  = [2.0.106,  1.5. 107], and the residual error starts 
to decrease for k > 5. This example illustrates the importance o f  being able to update the interval 
[ao, bo] after only few iterations. 
Example  6.3. Let the matrix (6.1) o f  order n :=4000 be defined by aii :=  ( i /2000) 3 and let the 
r ight-hand side vector be given by (6.2). In v iew o f  the fact that (1 /n) t race (A) ~ 1, we let 
a0 :=b0:= 1. Table 3 shows that the AR method requires much fewer iterations and inner 
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Fig. 3. log~o of  relative residual error versus iteration number: - AR, - -  CG. 
Table 3 
• 1 3 2 3 A=dlag[ (2~66)  , (2 -~) , "  /'4°°°]31 • , ~.2--~; J, [ao, bo] -= [1, 1] 
Iterative method ~ Updates Iterations Final interval Inner products 
AR 1 10 -5 6 380 [6 .307.10-4,7 .999]  131 
CG 1 10 -5 607 1214 
AR 1 • 10  -7  8 2505 [8.490'  10 -5, 8.000] 574 
CG 1 • 10 -7 6616 13232 
product evaluations than the CG method. Fig. 3 shows loglo([lrkll/l]rol[ ) as a function of k for 
the AR and CG method when e -- 1 • 10 -7 .  Similarly as in Example 6.2, the norm of the residual 
error increases during the first 5 iterations, i.e., while using the initial interval [a0,b0] to generate 
relaxation parameters. The raggedness of the dashed curve for the CG method indicates numerical 
instability. 
For the AR method, the interval [aj, bj] is updated after 5,20,45,75, 115,315,405 and 920 it- 
erations, and the left endpoint is moved after 5, 20, 45, 115, 315 and 920 iterations. Fig. 4 displays 
k ~ loglo([[rkll/llro[[) for the AR method for e = 1 • 10 -7 ,  and shows that this curve oscillates most 
after each update of the left endpoint of the interval [aj, bj]. The amplitude of the oscillations is 
small when the interval has not been updated recently. 
Presently, we do not know for which class of linear systems Algorithm 5.2 requires fewer iterations 
than the CG method. Comparing Algorithm 5.2 and the CG method for the solution of numerous 
linear systems suggests that the former almost always requires significantly fewer inner product 
evaluations. This makes Algorithm 5.2 attractive for implementation parallel computers, on which 
the wall-clock time required for the evaluation of an inner product is nonnegligible compared with 
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Fig. 4. lOgl0 of relative residual error versus iteration umber for AR. 
the wall-clock time required for the computation of a matrix-vector product. Several massively 
parallel computers have this property. 
7. Conclusion 
We have demonstrated that an adaptive Richardson iteration method can require substantially fewer 
iterations than the CG method. The small number of inner product evaluations required by adaptive 
Richardson iteration makes this method attractive for implementation parallel computers on which 
the evaluation of inner products is relatively slow due to the communication these evaluations 
require. 
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